Doing Research: Nursing Research & Subject Guide

By Peg Burnette

The UIC Library Research and Subject Guides (formerly called Research Guides) serve as a gateway to subject or course specific databases and other e-resources, books, articles, news and more.

This issue of E-ppendix features the Nursing guide. You can access the Nursing guide from the Research & Subject Guide home page by selecting it from the “most popular” list (it is always in the top 5), from the list of Health Sciences guides, or simply add the word “nursing” to the Research and Subject Guides URL, researchguides.uic.edu/nursing.

As with all Research and Subject guides, tabs across the top represent the “pages of the guide”. Select the page that best represents what you want to accomplish. If you need to
do a comprehensive literature review start with the *Databases/Catalogs* tab to quickly link to a research database for nursing literature such as CINAHL, Nursing Reference Center or PubMed. For clinical questions use the *Evidence-based Practice Tools* to consult resources for the best evidence such as the *Cochrane Library* or *DynaMed*.

In addition to the *Nursing* guide, UIC librarians have developed a number of subject-specific and course specific guides for nursing. These are listed in the *Health Sciences* subject list of guides. Please contact the Nursing Liaison from your campus if you need help along the way.

Chicago – Rebecca Raszewski (raszewr1@uic.edu)
Peoria – Peg Burnette (pburn@uic.edu)
Rockford – Felicia Barrett (fbarrett@uic.edu)
Urbana – Ryan Rafferty (raffer2@uic.edu)

*About Research & Subject Guides:* UIC health sciences librarians welcome the opportunity to collaborate with faculty on a customized research guide or course guide. Visit the *Research & Subject Guides* main page for a list of current guides and for contact information.
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